Coffee Shop

Segmentation Analysis
Pick Me Ups

They get in, get their
trusted caffeine, and get
out.

Facebook Fix
It’s part of their daily routine and if the
website is down, then their day is ruined.

“I like consistency in quality
and baristas who know how
to keep the line moving.”

 Go alone
 Cordial in and out
 Visit 5 or more times/week

Consumer Segmentation
Objective
To study coffee shop consumers for
Dunkin’ Donuts in order to make it a
destination for coffee shop loyalists.

Consumer Definition

Laptop Campers

Someone who visits a place with a
coffee-centric menu at least once a week.
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64%
Female

This is their second office, and they
love working surrounded by the
buzz.

Creative Lighter Fluid
The buzz fuels their creativity
and productivity for the day.

“The only other place would be at
home or the library and the coffee shop
vibe is much better for my psyche.”

 Usually come alone
 Stay at least an hour
 Visit 1 time/week

Espresso Escapists

36%
Male

Treat and Retreat
A welcome pleasure when they
suddenly “find” extra time to kill.

“It’s an excuse to get out of your messy
area and unwind emotionally. Enjoy
your time and deal with the mess later.”

 Alone or in small groups
 Killing time for 15-20 minutes
 Visit 1-2 times/week

18-54

Large age range

25-34

All income levels
value coffee

The coffee shop is a convenient,
comfortable place to meet friends,
clients, and sometimes first dates.

Daytime Bar
It’s a neutral social ground with nice
surroundings and no expectations.

Coffee Shop Market

“It’s a different space to hang out.
Whatever you’re there to do, you can
do. It’s nice to go and sit with friends.”

 Hang out in a group
 Stay for an hour or two
 Visit 2-3 times/week

49% of coffee drinkers would rather give up their
cell phone for a month than go without coffee.

People complain about $4 per gallon for gas,
but they pay $32 per gallon for coffee.
Retirement fund investing has dropped -4%,
but spending at coffee shops has risen +33%.

Their “Order”

Pick Me Ups: 48%

Their “Order”

Laptop Campers: 15%
Espresso Escapists: 17%
Mocha Meet Ups: 10%

They have extra time to kill so they
head to the nearby coffee shop for a
break.

Mocha Meet Ups

Segment Comparison

Their “Order”

Joe Aficionados: 1o%
While the segments aren’t mutually exclusive, a consumer
falls into only one segment during a single coffee shop visit.
Each segment’s position within the coffee cup shows how
connected they are to coffee shop culture. Moving down
the coffee cup, the segments become more invested.

Their “Order”

Deep Dive

Espresso Escapists
This is when it starts to get emotional.
The espresso escapists are the entry
point for becoming invested in coffee
shop culture.
They have disposable income, and
prioritize coffee shop purchases

Joe Aficionados

The devotees of their coffee shop.
They’ve gone for a while and take pride
in everyone knowing who they are.

President of the Fan Club
They openly flaunt their coffee
expertise and knowledge to all.

“The local shops have trouble because
Americans are not willing to step outside
the box and try something new.”

 Lone fixture
 Stay about an hour
 Visit almost every day

Their “Order”

They're becoming regulars, but the
baristas don’t know their names yet.
They can make their own rules in the
coffee shop, which is much different
from the rest of their unpredictable day.

Coffee Shop

Recommendations
for

Consumer Segmentation

Current Business
Dunkin’ Donuts is the largest
retailer of coffee by the cup,
selling 2,700,000 cups per day.
Pick Me Ups are its biggest fans.

Pick Me Ups: 90%

Other Segments

Pick Me Ups Say:
“I love the feel of going in,
ordering, and then getting on
with my day. I don’t need any
unnecessary chit-chat about
the weather or weekend
plans while my coffee is
being poured at 7:00 AM.
This is what separates
Dunkin’ Donuts from more
indulgent coffee shops.”

Business Problem

While Dunkin’ Donuts does a great job at attracting Pick
Me Ups, It is disregarding the other segments’ need for a
comfortable space to spend time while buying coffee.

Consumer Opportunity
52% of coffee shop consumers look for a place
to sit and enjoy their time when they buy coffee.
They want space to work, relax, or socialize.
The most invested segments of coffee shop
consumers don’t have a place at Dunkin’ Donuts.
Other Segments Say:
“I would never actually sit
down here. They do have
tables, but I wouldn't
want to risk sticking to
the seats. If you are
looking to sit and enjoy a
coffee or food while using
a computer or reading a
paper - DO NOT come to
Dunkin’ Donuts.”

Espresso Escapist Insight

As the entry point for becoming a loyal, invested coffee
shop consumer, this segment takes essential escapes
from its daily routine when free time presents itself.

Position Dunkin’ Donuts as the easy escape from every day obligations.

Business Tactics

Communication Tactics

1. Rebrand to remove emphasis
from the donuts and instead
highlight the delicious coffee
and numerous healthy menu
options already offered.

1. Subway Takeover - Create pop-up Dunkin’ coffee
shops matching the new aesthetic and layout in
subway stations in major cities. This brings the
opportunity for escape to commuters when they have
a free moment while they wait for their train.

2. Redesign store layout to feature a “Dunkin’ Den.”
This cove would feature comfy chairs, flat screens,
magazines, and other entertainment to provide an
inviting get-away for Espresso Escapists. The ordering
area would be designed for ultimate traffic flow and
speed to not alienate any Pick Me Ups. Capitalizing on
the white, orange, and brown of the Dunkin’ logo, this
would all be designed in a modern and bright look.

2. Dunkin’ Truck - Outfit a Dunkin’ delivery truck in each
of the largest 25 cities in America. People and
business could tweet at the truck, requesting a stop
outside their location. Once it arrives, the truck would
set up an “escape” offering free samples and swag.

3. Expand in urban areas so Espresso Escapists can
easily escape whenever a free moment presents itself.

3. Work Wingman - A mobile app for when that free
moment in your day doesn’t organically present itself.
It allows you to add fake events to your calendar so
you are certain to have time for a Dunkin’ break. It’s
like having a good wingman to get out of a bad date.

